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Olá! Hallo! Cześć! Ahoj! Szia! Hello!

Half-way into the semester and plenty has happened. EDiTE researchers across Europe have been doing

brilliant work as part of their research, but also in terms of representing the colourful plethora of topics

covered under our joint theme of  Transformative teacher learning for better student learning within an

emerging  European  context  at  conferences  and  workshops.  EDiTE  is  a  community  of  early  stage

researchers  collaborating  through  a  consortium  of  five  universities.  If  curious  for  more  details,  visit:

www.edite.eu.

This issue is dedicated to celebrating career achievements of Michael Schratz, the father of EDiTE. Our

first news item covers this story and we hope you will enjoy it together with the rest of the newsletter!

Happy reading!

MICHAEL SCHRATZ RETIRES: The Emerging New Future

The Dean of the School of Education at the University of Innsbruck and

the head coordinator of the EDiTE project, Michael Schratz, retired from

his  official  duties  at  the  University  at  the  end of  September  this  year.

Through  his  amazing  career  Michael  has  inspired  conversations,

collaborations  and  initiatives  in  the  field  of  education  science.  At  the

retirement,  his  achievement  was  crowned  by  the  Austrian  Cross  of

Honour, which is the highest award that a scientist can receive in Austria.

Even though retired,  Michael  shall  remain  the  head of  EDiTE and will

continue to inspire the work of EDiTE researchers.  Read the full  article

here.

PLANS WE COOK AT UIBK

Creating diverse opportunities for learning and sharing our knowledge is at

core of our work, and in such way,  we strive of growing into a leading

community for teacher learning. The University of Innsbruck propelled an

idea  that  was  widely  accepted  throughout  the  consortium  and  this  will

initiate  a  creation  of  in-house  learning  materials  on  several  national

education systems. The first in the row will be about the Austrian school

system next  Monday (see more  in  section Opportunities).  Next  to  this,

there will be a series of EDiTE Lectures starting from January 2018, and

for  the first  one we invited Dr Manfred Prenzel  to  talk  about  ways  for

improving teacher education. Connect with us for details and stay tuned

for the next newsletter issue where we will specially feature this lecture.



CONFERENCES

Autumn gets busy when it comes to conferences, and EDiTE researchers did not waste any opportunities

for presenting their work and participating in relevant educational discussions during the last two months.

In  Wrocław,  the  University  of  Lower  Silesia  organised  an  important

conference on Inclusion at the beginning of October. Valuable discussions

about challenges and opportunities arising from this topic were opened,

and  different  perspectives  were  examined  as  the  event  gathered  both

academics and practitioners.

18-19 October was the 150th anniversary of Marx’s “Das Capital” and, in

Budapest, Tamás Tóth and EDiTE supervisor György Mészáros presented

different interpretations of Marx’s work in relation to pedagogy and teacher

education. You can read more and access part of the video through here

(in Hungarian).

The European Network on Teacher Education Policies (ENTEP) had its

annual  conference  in  Lisbon  this  October  and  discussions  related  to

Evaluation  Frameworks  for  Teachers  and  Schools  were  attended  by

several  members  of  the  EDiTE  community.  This  conference  was  also

significant for the very fact of being held in Lisbon and you can read more

here.

ATEE’s  Annual  conference  Changing  Perspectives  and  Approaches  in

Contemporary  Teaching  attracted  many  EDiTE  researchers  and

supervisors as they flew to Dubrovnik, Croatia to present their work and

findings.  The  conference  involved  around  400  people  from  research,

policy and practice, so don’t miss out on reading more about it.

At the end of November OSCE/ODIHR organised an important meeting

related to the challenges of teaching about bias, prejudice, intolerance and

antisemitism, and while it  was not  a classical conference style,  Nikolett

Szelei together with a professor from University of Lisbon took active part

in roundtable conversations. During the meeting they reflected and shared

their insights, as you can find out here.

LEARNING ACTIVITIES

Adjusting and calibrating methodological  approaches is a challenging task for most  of  the early stage

researchers. In the last two months, there were few instances where the learning curve went upwards for

the EDiTE community.

At Masaryk University in Brno, an EDiTE PhD seminar was organised with

a special goal to refresh and expand the methodological knowledge. The

learning was interactive and very helpful for the mixed group of EDiTE and

other international and Czech doctoral students.

An  experimental  form  of  doctoral  workshop  took  place  at  ELTE  in

Budapest, under name Twists and Turns of PhD research  where, in two

parallel  groups,  EDiTE  and  Hungarian  doctoral  researchers  presented

their work and discussed their dilemmas together with a group of senior

researchers and methodological experts.



OPPORTUNITIES

EDiTE resources: want to explore the work of EDiTE researchers? You are invited to check out our new

resource tab on www.edite.eu.

Invitation to EDiTE Country Perspectives: on Monday, 4 December, join The Austrian School System

video lecture that will be live-streamed and recorded. To participate, log in through this link as a guest at

13:00 CET.

Call for proposals: ATEE Winter Conference, 15-16 February 2018 in Utrecht, the Netherlands. Main

theme: Technology and Innovative Learning. Deadline for abstract proposals: 4 December 2017. More

information: https://husite.nl/atee/

Call for proposals: TEPE 2018, 17-19 May 2018 in Braga, Portugal. Conference theme: Recruiting and

Educating the Best Teachers: Policy, Professionalism and Pedagogy. Deadline for abstracts: 31 January

2018. More info: https://www.tepe2018.com/

Call  for  summer  schools:  EERA  Summer  School  EERSS  2018,  9-13  July,  2018  in  Brno,  Czech

Republic.  The focus of  the summer  school:  Qualitative and Mixed Methods Research Designs:  From

designing  to  publishing.  Application  deadline:  31  January  2018.  More  info:  http://www.eera-ecer.de

/season-schools/eera-summer-school/

Meet EDiTE researchers

She is good with social media and loves animals, and as a teacher and a

researcher Beata believes in the power of empowerment when it comes to

good school practice and teachers. With a heart set at altruism and peace-

making, Beata is not afraid of asking the critical questions especially in

relation to her research focus. If you wonder where Beata is now, she is

probably... on Facebook (doing her research of course). You can get to

know Beata better  through her Academia profile  and her profile  at  our

EDiTE website, and she can be contacted through her e-mail.

In Nepal, Dev is one of the directors of an educational institution, and as a

knowledgeable educationalist  he enriches our community with plenty  of

experiences and through a meticulous study that he currently conducts in

relation to English language teachers and their  use of  ICT in teaching.

Even though his research focuses on the hi-tech, spiritually, mentally and

physically this yogi master also understands the benefits and strengths of

meditation and being one with the universe. Have a look at Dev’s profile

on EDiTE webpage, explore his academic profile through ResearchGate

and  Academia,  and  alternatively  connect  to  Dev  through  mail  or

Facebook.

Warm greetings from EDiTE Newsletter Team!
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